Core-level 4f7/2 photoemission spectra have been measured from a single, bifacial W crystal, which has both a flat W(110) and a vicinal, stepped W(110) [W(320}] surface. This procedure reduces uncertainties in the quantitative description of peaks in the spectra from W(320). Various analyses, including nonlinear least-squares curve fitting, show that the average surface core-level shift (SCS) for W(320) is only --140 meV, compared to -310 meV for W(110) and that, at a maximum, only two of five terrace rows are isoelectronic to W(110) surface atoms. The absence of a large SCS for the step-edge atoms contradicts earlier interpretations of W(320) core-level spectra and departs significantly from expectations based on atomic-coordination models or tight-binding calculations of a bulk truncated surface. We suggest that systematic errors are responsible for the differences in reported core-level shifts for W(320).
A natural probe of atom-specific electronic properties of surfaces is core-level photoemission spectroscopy.
From an electronic-structure viewpoint, differences in the core-level binding energies (BE's) model function used to describe the 4f7/2 spectrum and thus has essentially no effect upon the value of (BE) presented in Fig. 3 . The fractional bulk signal is defined as (integrated bulk 4f 7/2 intensity)l(total integrated 4f7/2 intensity). For the measured data the fractional bulk signal was obtained from the matching W(110) spectra. In Fig. 4 Fig. 4 , are consistently at higher ( BE).
This measured (BE) for W(320) corresponds to an average SCS of only --140 meV (dotted line in Fig. 4 ), a change of +170 meV compared to W(110). Fig. 5(b) is realistic from the viewpoint of component intensities, we find that three components are also sufficient for describing the data, although the constraints on the surface Gaussian widths must be lifted. One such fit is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) .
With this model we found it necessary to constrain the position of Sz. Otherwise it grows in intensity at the expense of the bulk component, a clearly unphysical result.
A slight variation on this model function is illustrated in Fig. 6(b We now offer an explanation for the difference between our study and earlier core-level studies, where it was concluded that the step atoms produce a low-BE feature consistent with an atomic-coordination or tight-binding interpretation of a bulk-truncation model of W(320). In the discussion which follows we have decided not to explicitly discuss the u
